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ABSTRACT

This study applies a systematic strategy for stochastic modeling of atmospheric low-frequency variability
to a three-layer quasigeostrophic model. This model climate has reasonable approximations of the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and Pacific–North America (PNA) patterns. The systematic strategy consists
first of the identification of slowly evolving climate modes and faster evolving nonclimate modes by use of
an empirical orthogonal function (EOF) decomposition in the total energy metric. The low-order stochastic
climate model predicts the evolution of these climate modes a priori without any regression fitting of the
resolved modes. The systematic stochastic mode reduction strategy determines all correction terms and
noises with minimal regression fitting of the variances and correlation times of the unresolved modes. These
correction terms and noises account for the neglected interactions between the resolved climate modes and
the unresolved nonclimate modes. Low-order stochastic models with 10 or less resolved modes capture the
statistics of the original model very well, including the variances and temporal correlations with high pattern
correlations of the transient eddy fluxes. A budget analysis establishes that the low-order stochastic models
are highly nonlinear with significant contributions from both additive and multiplicative noise. This is in
contrast to previous stochastic modeling studies. These studies a priori assume a linear model with additive
noise and regression fit the resolved modes. The multiplicative noise comes from the advection of the
resolved modes by the unresolved modes. The most straightforward low-order stochastic climate models
experience climate drift that stems from the bare truncation dynamics. Even though the geographic cor-
relation of the transient eddy fluxes is high, they are underestimated by a factor of about 2 in the a priori
procedure and thus cannot completely overcome the large climate drift in the bare truncation. Also, variants
of the reduced stochastic modeling procedure that experience no climate drift with good predictions of both
the variances and time correlations are discussed. These reduced models without climate drift are developed
by slowing down the dynamics of the bare truncation compared with the interactions with the unresolved
modes and yield a minimal two-parameter regression fitting strategy for the climate modes. This study
points to the need for better optimal basis functions that optimally capture the essential slow dynamics of
the system to obtain further improvements for the reduced stochastic modeling procedure.

1. Introduction

A remarkable fact of Northern Hemisphere low-
frequency variability is that it can be efficiently de-
scribed by only a few teleconnection patterns that ex-
plain most of the total variance (e.g., Wallace and Gut-
zler 1981). These few teleconnection patterns not only
exert a strong influence on regional climate and
weather, they are also related to climate change (Hur-
rell 1995; Thompson and Wallace 2001). These proper-
ties of teleconnection patterns make them an attractive

choice as basis functions for climate models with a
highly reduced number of degrees of freedom.

The development of such reduced climate models in-
volves the solution of two major issues: 1) how to prop-
erly account for the unresolved modes, also known as
the closure problem; and 2) how to define a small set of
basis functions that optimally represent the dynamics of
the major teleconnection patterns. This study primarily
addresses issue 1 and presents a rigorous strategy of
how to systematically account for the unresolved de-
grees of freedom.

The simplest approach to derive highly truncated
models of teleconnection patterns is to empirically fit
simple stochastic models (e.g., autoregressive models
and fractionally differenced models) to individual
scalar teleconnection indices (Feldstein 2000, 2002;
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Stephenson et al. 2000; Percival et al. 2001). Statistical
tests usually cannot distinguish if short- or long-
memory models provide the better fit.

A more complex approach, which also tries to cap-
ture deterministic interactions between different tele-
connection patterns, is to linearize the equations of mo-
tion around a climatological mean state. Such models
can be determined empirically from data or by using
the linearized equations of motion. These models can
either be forced by a random forcing (Branstator 1990;
Branstator and Frederiksen 2003; Farrell and Ioannou
1993; Newman et al. 1997; Whitaker and Sardeshmukh
1998; Zhang and Held 1999; Winkler et al. 2001) or by
an external forcing representing tropical heating (Bran-
stator and Haupt 1998). To ensure stability of these
linear models damping is added according to various ad
hoc principles. There is a recent survey of such model-
ing strategies (Delsole 2004).

A more powerful method is to empirically fit nonlin-
ear stochastic models with possibly multiplicative (state
dependent) noise by using the Fokker–Planck equation
(Gardiner 1985; Sura and Barsugli 2002; Sura 2003;
Berner 2005). To reliably estimate the drift and diffu-
sion coefficients in the Fokker–Planck equation is a
subtle inverse problem that requires very long time se-
ries and is further complicated by the need to retain the
leading order eigenvalue structure of the Fokker–
Planck operator in order to keep the autocorrelation
time scales of the original model (D. Crommelin and E.
Vanden-Eijnden 2005, personal communication).
Kravtsov et al. (2005) and Kondrashov et al. (2006)
apply an interesting quadratically nonlinear multilevel
regression strategy to fit suitable climate mode dynam-
ics for a three-level quasigeostrophic model (Marshall
and Molteni 1993; the model is used in this study). For
15 climate modes, they regression fit 3165 parameters
to achieve very good results.

All the work presented above derives reduced mod-
els by regression fitting of the resolved modes. Another
approach is to take advantage of the basis function
property of teleconnection patterns. Schubert (1985),
Selten (1993, 1995, 1997), Achatz and Branstator
(1999), D’Andrea and Vautard (2001), and Achatz and
Opsteegh (2003a, 2003b) developed low-order models
with EOFs as basis functions. Truncated EOF models
experience climate drift because of the neglected inter-
actions with the unresolved modes. Selten (1995) and
Achatz and Branstator (1999) parameterize these ne-
glected interactions by a linear damping, whose
strength is determined empirically. A possibly more
powerful tool to represent the dynamics of a system are
principal interaction patterns (PIP; Hasselmann 1988;

Kwasniok 1996, 2004). The calculation of PIPs takes
into account the dynamics of the model for which
one tries to find an optimal basis and also often involves
ad hoc closure through linear damping and an ansatz
for nonlinear interactions. Crommelin and Majda
(2004) compare different optimal bases. They find that
models based on PIPs are superior to models based on
EOFs and optimal persistence patterns (Delsole 2001).
On the other hand, they also point out that the deter-
mination of PIPs can show sensitivities regarding the
calculation procedure, at least for some low-order at-
mospheric dynamical systems with regime transitions.
This feature can make PIPs possibly a less attractive
basis.

Majda et al. (1999, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2005, manuscript
submitted to Nonlinearity, hereafter MTV99, MTV01,
etc.) provide a systematic framework for how to ac-
count for the effect of the unresolved degrees of free-
dom on the resolved modes in combination with using
the dominant teleconnection patterns as basis func-
tions. In contrast to the empirical fitting procedures
applied in the studies discussed above the stochastic
mode reduction strategy put forward in MTV predicts
all deterministic and stochastic correction terms with
only minimal regression fitting of only the unresolved
modes. In general only an estimate for the variance and
eddy turnover time for each unresolved mode is
needed. Such properties for variance and eddy turnover
time can often be determined by a single parameter in
various turbulent cascade scaling regimes (MTV02;
MTV05; Majda and Timofeyev 2004). It has been ap-
plied and tested on a wide variety of simplified models
and examples. The idealized models, where the proce-
dure has been tested, include those with trivial climates
(MTV02), periodic orbits or multiple equilibria
(MTV03), and heteroclinic chaotic orbits coupled to a
deterministic bath of modes satisfying the truncated
Burgers equation (Majda and Timofeyev 2000, 2004);
the MTV procedure has been validated in these ex-
amples even when there is little separation of time
scales between resolved and unresolved modes. An es-
pecially stringent recent test is the application of this
procedure to the first few large-scale modes of the trun-
cated Burgers equations itself (MTV05). To investigate
the influence of topographic stress on the angular mo-
mentum budget, they applied this strategy to idealized
flow over topography and derived a nonlinear reduced
stochastic model with multiplicative noises (MTV03).
This stochastic model turns out to be superior com-
pared to a standard linear model with damping and
white noise forcing. Also the explicit assumptions of
varying the correlation times between the resolved
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modes and the unresolved modes in the MTV proce-
dure for the climate model were checked explicitly by
varying the topographic height (MTV03).

Franzke et al. (2005) put the above systematic sto-
chastic mode reduction strategy in a form that makes
the practical implementation of the MTV procedure in
complex geophysical models simpler with the same re-
duced stochastic equations for the unresolved modes.
In their study, a barotropic model with a realistic cli-
mate was used to derive low-order stochastic models by
the MTV strategy. Low-order models with as little as
two resolved modes succeed in capturing the geo-
graphical distributions of the climatological mean field,
the variance, and the eddy forcing. Furthermore, the
envelope of the autocorrelation functions is captured
reasonably well.

The present study applies the systematic stochastic
mode reduction strategy to a baroclinic three-layer
quasigeostrophic model on the sphere (Marshall and
Molteni 1993). In section 2 the model and its main cli-
matological statistics are presented. Section 3 outlines
the stochastic mode reduction strategy, and section 4
presents results from the reduced stochastic models,
while section 5 is devoted to variants of reduced sto-
chastic models without climate drift. This paper closes
with a summary and discussion in section 6.

2. Prototype atmospheric GCM

a. Quasigeostrophic model

The prototype atmospheric GCM is a spectral three-
level quasigeostrophic (QG) model as described in
Marshall and Molteni (1993) and appendix A. The QG
equation can be written as

�q

�t
� �J��, q� � D��� � S, �1�

where q is potential vorticity (PV), � streamfunction,
D(�) a linear operator that represents dissipative
terms, S a constant PV source, and J the Jacobian op-
erator. The model is triangularly truncated at total
wavenumber 21. The constant forcing S is derived from
the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather
Forecasts (ECMWF) data in order to simulate the ob-
served climatological mean state and variance [see
Marshall and Molteni (1993) for a more detailed dis-
cussion]. The model is integrated with a fourth-order
Adams–Bashforth numerical scheme with a time step
of 10 min. The state vector is saved every 6 h. The
model is integrated in hemispheric mode for the North-

ern Hemisphere and is started from random initial con-
ditions for 500 000 days after skipping the first 10 000
days in order to eliminate transient behavior.

b. Climatology

We will now discuss the climatology of the quasigeo-
strophic model. As a reference we also provide a cli-
matology of ECMWF data, which has been used to
calculate the forcing for the QG model (Marshall and
Molteni 1993). The ECMWF data span the time period
from 1983 to 1992 for boreal winter at the three pres-
sure levels 200, 500, and 800 hPa. The winds are calcu-
lated from the streamfunction; therefore, they are non-
divergent.

The model reproduces the climatological zonal wind
and streamfunction well (Fig. 1a). The Pacific jet exit
region is too far upstream and the Atlantic jet is also
slightly shifted upstream compared with the ECMWF
data (not shown). The bandpass-filtered (periods be-
tween 2.5 and 6 days; Blackmon 1976) streamfunction
variance is too weak compared with the ECMWF data
but the location of the storm tracks is well reproduced
(Fig. 1b). The low-pass-filtered (periods greater than 10
days; Blackmon 1976) streamfunction variance is stron-
ger than in the ECMWF data but the locations of the
maxima are well reproduced (not shown). To quantify
the quality of the geographical distribution of the vari-
ous fields pattern correlations are calculated between
the QG model and ECMWF fields (Table 1). The pat-
tern correlations for the streamfunction mean and stan-
dard deviation fields are above 0.93 (Table 1). The
mean zonal wind has pattern correlation of 0.91 on the
uppermost layer and 0.73 on the lowest layer. Overall,
the ECMWF climate is reproduced reasonably well by
the QG model and is suitable as a test climate for the
stochastic mode reduction strategy.

c. Total energy metric EOFs

Total energy metric EOFs [see appendix B and
Ehrendorfer (2000)] have been computed from the
model output. The first EOF explains 7% and the sec-
ond 4% of the total variance. The leading EOFs do not
resemble any well-known teleconnection patterns
found in observations, but the subset of the first 10
EOFs nonetheless contains good approximations of the
observed NAO and PNA patterns. To quantify this, the
observed NAO and PNA patterns are derived from
300-hPa streamfunction (Franzke and Feldstein 2005).
All patterns are normalized to unit length in a squared
streamfunction metric. The observed PNA or NAO,
denoted as g, can be written in terms of the QG model
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EOFs as g � �i aiei, where ei are the QG model EOFs
at 200 hPa, and ai are scalar constants given by ai � � gei

d	. By considering only a subset of the EOFs, a quan-
titative measure of how much of the observed NAO or
PNA is contained in the subset is given by the pattern
correlation between the NAO (PNA) and the subset
reconstruction f � �N

i aiei. Table 2 shows that by in-
creasing the number of retained QG model EOFs the
PNA and NAO are increasingly better captured. The
first ten EOFs capture roughly 70% of the PNA and
80% of the NAO. The first 10 to 20 total energy metric
EOFs are nearly equivalent barotropic in the upper two
layers, which is quantified by the pattern correlation

between the 500- and 200-hPa levels (Fig. 2). Medium-
and higher-order EOFs tend to be more baroclinic.

The time scale set by the autocorrelation function is
an important measure in this study, because for the
development of a stochastic climate model we have to

TABLE 1. Pattern correlations between QG model and ECMWF
mean fields.

Level � u 
�B2 
�L2

200 hPa 0.99 0.91 0.95 0.98
500 hPa 0.98 0.86 0.94 0.97
800 hPa 0.95 0.73 0.93 0.96

FIG. 1. (a) Climatological streamfunction at 200 hPa, and (b) standard deviation of bandpass-filtered
streamfunction at 200 hPa. Dashed lines indicate negative values.
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make the truncation between slow and fast modes. The
autocorrelation time scale, as defined as the integral
over the absolute value of the autocorrelation function
Tk(s),

Tk�s� �
�ak�t�ak�t � s��

�ak
2�

, �2�

where k indicates the kth EOF mode, s the time lag,
and �·� denotes a time average; � |Tk(s)| ds indicates how
slow or fast a variable loses its memory. The spectrum
of the autocorrelation time scale shows a continuous
decay with no clear gap (Fig. 3). The first six EOFs have
autocorrelation time scales between 22 and 9 days. A
further noticeable feature is that the highest EOF has
an autocorrelation time scale of about 35 days. Its hori-
zontal structure is nearly zonally symmetric (not
shown) and it explains nearly zero variance, therefore,
the long time scale seems to be an artifact of the EOF
analysis. The autocorrelation functions show almost no
oscillations (Fig. 4). Only mode 5 and 10 exhibit some

modest oscillation. Higher-order moments show only
small deviations from Gaussianity (not shown).

An important property of stochastic climate model-
ing is the separation between slowly evolving low-
frequency (resolved) modes and considerably faster
evolving unresolved modes. The stochastic mode elimi-
nation procedure (MTV01) is rigorously valid in the
limit that the ratio of the autocorrelation time scale of
the slowest unresolved mode to the fastest resolved
modes goes to zero. Several examples from MTV02 and
MTV03 show that for ratios of up to 0.5, and sometimes
even 1.0, this approach is still applicable. For the cases
presented here this ratio is relatively large; in particu-
lar, by considering only the first four modes as resolved
this ratio is 0.6, for the first six modes as climate modes
this ratio becomes 0.8, and for even more resolved
modes this ratio is getting close to one. As shown be-
low, despite these large ratios the stochastic low-order
models perform reasonably well. Also the study by
Franzke et al. (2005) showed that for even a large ratio
the MTV procedure performs reasonably well for a re-
alistic barotropic model climate.

3. Systematic stochastic mode reduction

We illustrate the ideas for stochastic climate model-
ing for the quasigeostrophic model (1), which we write
in the following symbolic form:

�u

�t
� F � Lu � B�u, u�, �3�

where u denotes the state vector with the basis state
subtracted. Basic-state effects are included in the defi-
nitions of F and L (Franzke et al. 2005).

In stochastic climate modeling, the variable u is de-
FIG. 2. Semilog plot of the EOF pattern correlation between

the 200- and 500-hPa level.

FIG. 3. Autocorrelation time scale of total energy metric EOFs.

TABLE 2. Projection of EOF subspace onto observed PNA and
NAO patterns from Franzke and Feldstein (2005).

Number of EOFs PNA NAO

3 0.02 0.16
4 0.25 0.24
5 0.46 0.26
6 0.58 0.28
7 0.62 0.42
8 0.65 0.57
9 0.67 0.68

10 0.68 0.78
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composed into an orthogonal decomposition through
the variables ũ and u, which are characterized by
strongly differing time scales. The variable ũ denotes a
low-frequency mode of the system, which evolves
slowly in time compared to the u variables. By decom-
posing u � ũ � u in terms of total energy metric EOFs
ei (appendix B) we can write them as

u � �
i�1

N

aiei � �
i�1

R

�i ei � �
j�R�1

N

�j ej , �4�

with ũ � �R
i�1 �i ei, and u � �N

j�R�1 �j ej, where R is the
number of resolved modes, ai denote the EOF expan-
sion coefficients, �i (�j) are the expansion coefficients
of the resolved (unresolved) modes, and N � 693 for
the present application. The use of the total energy
metric ensures the conservation of total energy by the
nonlinear operator and prevents nonlinear instabilities
(Achatz and Branstator 1999). By properly projecting
the EOF expansions onto Eq. (3), we get two sets of
equations for resolved �i and unresolved �i modes:

FIG. 4. Autocorrelation function: (a) mode 1 (solid
line) and mode 2 (dashed line), (b) mode 3 (solid line)
and mode 4 (dashed line), (c) mode 5 (solid line) and
mode 6 (dashed line), (d) mode 7 (solid line) and mode 8
(dashed line), (e) mode 9 (solid line) and mode 10
(dashed line).
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�̇i�t� � Hi
� � �

j

Lij
���j�t� �

1
� �

j

Lij
���j�t�

� �
jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t� �5a�

�
2
� �

jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t� �

1
� �

jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t�

�5b�

�̇i�t� � Hi
� �

1
� �

j

Lij
���j�t� �

1
� �

j

Lij
���j�t�

�
1
� �

jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t� �5c�

�
2
� �

jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t� �

1

�2 �
jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t�,

�5d�

where the interaction coefficients are defined in appen-
dix B, and the nonlinear operators have been symme-
trized, that is, Bijk � Bikj in (5). The upper indices � and
� indicate the respective subsets of the full operators in
(3). Here � is a small positive parameter that controls
the separation of time scale between slow and fast
modes and measures the ratio of the correlation time of
the slowest unresolved mode u to the fastest resolved
mode ũ. In placing the parameter in front of particular
terms we tacitly assume that they evolve on a faster
time scale then the terms involving the resolved modes
alone. Ultimately, � is set to the value � � 1 in devel-
oping all the final results (MTV02; MTV03), that is,
introducing � is only a technical step in order to carry
out the MTV mode reduction strategy. Such a use of �
has been checked on a wide variety of idealized ex-
amples where the actual value of � ranges from quite
small to order one (MTV02; MTV03; Majda and
Timofeyev 2004; Majda et al. 2005). In particular, in (5)
we make the following assumptions:

• H�, H�, L��, and B��� act on a time scale of order
one.

• The linear operators L��, L��, and L�� act at most on
a faster time scale of order ��1.

• The self-interaction of the unresolved modes B���

acts on the fastest time scale of order ��2, whereas,
B���, B���, B���, and B��� act on a time scale of
order ��1.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the dynamical system
given only by unresolved modes with interaction B��� is
ergodic and mixing, and can be represented by a sto-
chastic process, and that all unresolved modes are

quasi Gaussian distributed (based on the model dynam-
ics, this assumption is valid). With these assumptions,
the MTV procedure (Franzke et al. 2005) predicts the
functional form of the following effective stochastic
equations for the resolved variables alone:

d�i�t� � Hi
�dt � �

j

Lij
���j�t�dt � �

jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t�dt

�6a�

�H̃idt � �
j

L̃ij�j�t�dt �6b�

��
jk

B̃ijk�j�t��k�t�dt

� �
jkl

M̃ijkl�j�t��k�t��l�t�dt �6c�

� 
2 �
j

�ij
�1����t��dWj

�1� � 
2 �
j

�ij
�2�dWj

�2�.

�6d�

This stochastic differential equation system is in Itô
form (Gardiner 1985). This system consists of the bare
truncation, deterministic correction terms as well as ad-
ditive and multiplicative noises. The correction terms
and noises are predicted by the systematic stochastic
mode reduction strategy and account for the interaction
between resolved and unresolved modes, as well as for
the self-interaction between the unresolved modes. The
explicit values of the coefficients in (6a) are given by
the appropriate subsets of the interaction coefficients of
appendix B, whereas, the coefficients in (6b)–(6c) are
explicitly determined by the seamless MTV procedure
in Franzke et al. (2005) and appendix C with the only
inputs from the unresolved modes involving their vari-
ances and the integrated autocorrelation components
(the unresolved correlation times).

To see which of these correction terms play a vital
role in the integrations of the low-order stochastic
model (6) we group the interaction terms between re-
solved and unresolved modes according to their physi-
cal origin and set a parameter �i in front of the corre-
sponding interaction coefficient. The bare truncation is
indicated by a �B and describes the interaction between
the resolved modes. The interaction between the triads
B��� and B��� gives rise to additive noise and a linear
correction term, and describes the driving of the re-
solved modes by the unresolved ones; we will name
these triads additive triads and set a �A in front of them
(MTV99; MTV01; MTV02; MTV03). The second type
of triad interaction is between B��� and B���. These
interactions create multiplicative noises and cubic non-
linear correction terms (MTV99; MTV01; MTV02;
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MTV03); we will call them multiplicative triads in the
following and indicate them by a �M. These triad inter-
actions describe the advection of resolved modes by the
unresolved modes, which induce tendencies in the re-
solved modes. The linear coupling between the re-
solved and unresolved modes L�� and L��, give rise to
additive noise and a linear correction term (MTV01;
Franzke et al. 2005), which is called the augmented
linearity here and is indicated by a �L. The augmented
linearity describes the effect of the linear interaction
between the unresolved (resolved) modes and the cli-
matological mean state onto the resolved (unresolved)
modes. We set a �F in front of the last remaining inter-
action term L��, the linear coupling of the unresolved
modes. The quadratic nonlinear corrections, a forcing
term and a further multiplicative noise contribution are
caused by the interaction between the linear coupling
terms and the multiplicative triads. Another forcing
correction term comes from the interaction between
additive triads and the linear coupling of the fast
modes.

After regrouping the terms the stochastic climate
model from (6) can be written according to these physi-
cal processes as

d�i�t� � �B�Hi
�dt � �

j

Lij
���j�t�dt

� �
jk

Bijk
����j�t��k�t�dt� �7a�

��A
2 �

j

L̃ij
�2��j�t�dt � �A
2 �

j

�ij
�2�dWj

�2�

�7b�

��M
2 ��

j

L̃ij
�3��j�t�dt � �

jkl

M̃ijkl�j�t��k�t��l�t�dt�
�7c�

��L
2��

j

L̃ij
�1��j�t�dt� �7d�

��M�L�H̃j
�1�dt � �

jk

B̃ijk�j�t��k�t�dt� �7e�

��A�FH̃j
�2�dt �7f�

�
2 �
j

�ij
�1����t��dWj

�1�, �7g�

where the nonlinear noise matrix �(1) satisfies

�L
2 Qij

�1� � �L�M�
k

Uijk�k�t� � �M
2 �

kl

Vijkl�k�t��l�t�

� �
k

�ik
�1����t���jk

�1����t��. �8�

It is guaranteed (MTV01) that the operator on the left-
hand side of (8) is always positive definite ensuring the
existence of the nonlinear noise matrix on the right-
hand side. In general, the equation in (8) determines a
multiplicative noise operator. By considering only con-
tributions from the linear coupling, in other words, set-
ting �M � 0 in (8), this multiplicative noise operator
reduces to an additive noise operator, which comes
from the linear coupling between resolved and unre-
solved modes. All coefficients are defined explicitly in
appendix C.

For integrating this stochastic differential equation a
split-step numerical procedure is used with a fourth-
order Runge–Kutta scheme for the deterministic part
and an Euler-forward scheme for the stochastic part. A
time step size of 0.01 days has been used for all inte-
grations. Statistics of the stochastic model are calcu-
lated by time averaging an individual solution inte-
grated over a long time of the order of 106 days.

4. Bare truncation results

First we discuss the dynamical behavior of low-order
bare truncation model integrations with different num-
bers of retained EOFs. For doing this we set �B � 1 and
�A � �L � �M � �F � 0 in (7). Therefore, the bare
truncation models do not account for the unresolved
modes. The bare truncation models are integrated for
104 days starting from 104 random initial conditions
drawn from a normal distribution. This is done to see if
the bare truncation models either go to a fixed point
(and if it is always the same fixed point), into a periodic
orbit or exhibit chaotic mixing behavior. The bare trun-
cation models with two, three, four, five, and seven
modes go always to the same fixed point (Table 3). The
8- and 9-mode bare truncation models are mixing
(Table 3), whereas, the models with 6 and 10 retained
modes exhibit the oscillatory behavior of a stable peri-
odic orbit as can be seen in state space projections of
the EOF modes for the 10-mode system (Fig. 5a).

TABLE 3. Dynamical behavior of the bare truncation models.

Number of modes Behavior

2 One fixed point
3 One fixed point
4 One fixed point
5 One fixed point
6 One stable periodic orbit
7 One fixed point
8 Mixing
9 Mixing

10 One stable periodic orbit
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Furthermore, an individual long time integration of
the 10-mode system shows a huge climate drift, too
much variance and the autocorrelation function con-
firms the strong oscillatory behavior (Fig. 5b). These
results indicate that the bare truncation does not cap-
ture the essential dynamics. Long time integrations of
the four-, six-, and eight-mode systems show qualita-
tively similar behavior (not shown).

5. Results of stochastic mode reduction

a. Integration of the complete MTV stochastic
model

Now we apply the systematic stochastic mode reduc-
tion strategy to see how the predicted deterministic cor-
rection terms and noises improve the results compared
with the bare truncation results of the previous section.
First we will present results from a simplified frame-
work, which requires the least input of information
from the unresolved modes where we assume that all
cross correlations are zero between the unresolved
modes. This means that we set Bij(t) � Bi(t)�ij in Eqs.
(C1)–(C16). Long time integrations of 106 days have
been carried out for low-order stochastic models with
only 4, 6, 8, and 10 resolved modes. In the following we
will primarily concentrate on the ten-mode system. We
will refer to this run as systematic MTV (SMTV).
Qualitatively similar results have been found for the
other truncations.

To compare geographical distributions the QG
model fields are reconstructed from the same number
of EOFs as the corresponding stochastic model has re-
solved modes. The geographical distributions of the
standard deviations have high pattern correlation val-

ues for all truncations of 0.97 or higher (Table 5), which
is also confirmed by a visual inspection of the actual
fields (Fig. 6). They only underestimate the amplitudes
by a factor of about 1.5. The geographical distributions
of the time mean transient eddy forcing ���2(� · u��)
are reasonably similar; the pattern correlations are high
(Table 5), which is confirmed by a visual inspection of
the fields (Fig. 7). However, the stochastic model un-
derestimates the amplitude of the eddy forcing by a
factor of about 2 in the Atlantic and by a factor of about
6 in the Pacific region.

The stochastic models reproduce the autocorrelation
functions reasonably well (Figs. 8). The rate of decay
for the first 20 lags are usually well captured. Modes 2
and 3 decay too fast for larger lags, and mode 5 too
slow. Modes 6 and 9 exhibit a bump around lag 20 days
that is not present in the QG model, and mode 10
misses a bump of the QG model but captures the en-
velope of the decay, which can be seen in a semilog plot
(not shown). Overall the stochastic model captures the
autocorrelation function reasonably well. Also the
probability density functions (PDF) are well captured
overall (Figs. 9). The variances of some modes are un-
derestimated by less than a factor of about 2, but for
most modes the variances are well captured.

The individual modes of the various truncated sto-
chastic models have means of the order of about 0.01
(Table 4). Including the MTV correction terms reduced
the means significantly overall compared to the corre-
sponding bare truncation integration, even though the
means increased of modes 9 and 10 in the stochastic
model. The geographical distributions of the means
show that the means of the individual modes are clima-
tologically relevant (Fig. 10). The geographical distri-

FIG. 5. (a) Ten-mode bare truncation integration from 104 different initial conditions (showed is the projection
onto the EOF2 and EOF5 plane), (b) autocorrelation function of mode 1 of the 10-mode bare truncation inte-
gration (bare truncation: solid line, QG model: dashed line).
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bution of the means of four-, six-, and eight-mode sys-
tems look far more off from the QG model mean (not
shown), and have, therefore, very small pattern corre-
lations (Table 5). The geographical distribution of the
10-mode system has relatively high pattern correlation
values with 0.42 at 200 hPa, but a visual inspection
shows that the stochastic climate model mean state is

still relatively wavy (Figs. 10) and misses the strong
zonally symmetric structure of the QG model mean
state (Fig. 1a). The likely cause of the climate drift is
the too-weak magnitude of the eddy fluxes even though
they have high geographic pattern correlations with the
true eddy fluxes. Stochastic models with no climate drift
will be discussed in section 6.

FIG. 7. Climatological eddy forcing fields composed of the first 10 EOFs at 200 hPa of (a) the quasigeostrophic
model, and (b) stochastic model (SMTV) eddy forcing. Contour interval: stochastic model 1 m2 s�2, QG model 3
m2 s�2, dashed lines indicate negative values. The pattern correlations with the corresponding QG model fields are
0.84 at 200 hPa and 0.74 at 500 hPa.

FIG. 6. Climatological streamfuction standard deviation fields composed of the first 10 EOFs at 200 hPa of (a)
the quasigeostrophic model, and (b) stochastic model (SMTV). Contour interval: 106 m2 s�1. The pattern corre-
lations with the corresponding QG model fields are 0.98 at 200 hPa and 0.98 at 500 hPa.
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Using the full cross-correlation matrix Bij(t) leads
only to minor improvements of the statistics of the sto-
chastic model (not shown). This indicates that the cross
correlations are not very important in this model setup.

b. Budget analysis

The above section shows that the systematic low-
order stochastic climate model is performing reason-

ably well. This raises the question regarding which of
the various correction terms and noises in (7) are im-
portant. We will now investigate this question. In Eq.
(7) the correction terms are decomposed corresponding
to their physical origin. A close investigation of the
various correction terms and noises reveals that the
bare truncation terms (�B), the multiplicative triad cor-
rection terms (�M), and the augmented linearity (�L),

FIG. 8. Autocorrelation function of SMTV: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, (d)
mode 4, (e) mode 5, (f) mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10 (solid
line: stochastic model, dashed line: QG model).
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together with their associated additive and multiplica-
tive noise terms, produce the largest tendencies. The
tendencies coming from the remaining correction terms
and noises are at least an order of magnitude smaller
during the integration of the model.

For this minimal stochastic model (MMTV), which is

constructed by setting �A and �F in (7) to zero, the
pattern correlation at the 200-hPa level with the QG
model mean increases to 0.57, stays for the standard
deviation at 0.98, but decreases a little bit to 0.74 for the
transient eddy forcing compared with SMTV (Table 6).
The autocorrelation functions are nearly indistinguish-

FIG. 9. PDF of SMTV: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, (d) mode 4, (e) mode 5, (f)
mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10 (solid line: stochastic model,
dashed line: QG model).
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able from the SMTV integration (Figs. 11). Overall this
minimal stochastic model reproduces the main features
of the SMTV integration well but still has climate drift.

The budget analysis shows the importance of the
multiplicative triad interaction (�M) and of the linear
interaction between resolved and unresolved modes
(�L). These interaction terms lead to deterministic lin-
ear and nonlinear correction terms and also to additive
and multiplicative noises. Nonlinear terms and multi-
plicative noises have been neglected in previous sto-
chastic modeling studies of midlatitude low-frequency
variability (Newman et al. 1997; Whitaker and Sardesh-
mukh 1998; Zhang and Held 1999; Winkler et al. 2001).
The multiplicative noise stems from the advection of
the resolved modes by the unresolved modes and the
additive noise comes from the projection of the re-
solved modes onto the linear interaction of the unre-
solved modes with the climatological mean flow. In pre-
vious studies (e.g., Delsole 2004) it has been argued
that the additive noise accounts for the neglected non-
linear terms. As the systematic stochastic mode reduc-
tion strategy (section 3) shows, the only nonlinearities
that give rise to additive noise are the additive triad
interactions. The systematic strategy has shown that for
the 10-dimensional subspace in the present model, de-
rived from total energy metric EOFs, these interactions
play only a minor role.

6. Stochastic mode reduction without climate drift

The previous section showed that the reduced sto-
chastic models succeed in reproducing the geographical
distributions of the standard deviation and of the eddy
forcing; also the autocorrelation functions are well cap-
tured and the stochastic mode reduction strategy only
underestimates the magnitude of the standard devia-
tions slightly. But the reduced stochastic models expe-
rience climate drift. This section is devoted to deriving
low-order stochastic models without climate drift.

a. MTV stochastic climate model without bare
truncation

A comparison between the bare truncation model
integrations (section 4) and the stochastic model inte-
grations (section 5) suggests that the climate drift likely
stems from the bare truncation, since the MTV correc-
tion terms only somewhat reduce the huge bare trun-
cation climate drift. This raises the question of how well
a stochastic model without the bare truncation would
reproduce the QG model statistics. This amounts to
setting �B � 0 and �A � �F � 0 in (7) and is referred to
as MRMTV-1 for minimal regression fit MTV. By do-
ing such an integration, it is found that no climate drift
occurs; the climatological mean state is nearly perfectly
reproduced as is quantified by a pattern correlation
value of 0.99 (Table 6). That the climatological mean
fields are reproduced with high accuracy is further con-
firmed by the fact that the means of the individual
modes of the stochastic model are very small, of the
order of about �10�7. Therefore, the individual modes
of the MRMTV-1 model reproduce the means of the
total energy metric EOFs (which are by construction
zero, since we subtracted the time mean) with high ac-
curacy. Also the geographical distribution of the stan-
dard deviation is well captured, which can be seen from
a pattern correlation value of about 0.90 (Table 6). The
eddy forcing is less well reproduced with a pattern cor-
relation value of only 0.35 (Table 6). But the autocor-
relation function decays much too slowly (not shown).
The MTV stochastic mode reduction strategy leaves
one free parameter: the time-scale separation �. Chang-
ing this parameter amounts to a coarse-grained rescal-
ing of time. By setting �M � �L � 4.0, we rescale time,
and the stochastic model (without the bare truncation)
captures the time scale and autocorrelation functions of
the QG model reasonably well (Figs. 12), even though
they provide a somewhat less good fit as in the SMTV
run, without changing the variance.

b. Stochastic mode reduction with minimal
empirical fitting

Is it possible to further improve the previous results
by varying the �i in (7)? To find a possibly better pa-
rameter set �i we vary all �i between 0 and 5 with
increments of 1, which will be refined later to incre-
ments of the size of 0.1 for certain parameter regimes.

By doing this we find that the contributions from the
additive triads �A and the linear coupling of the unre-
solved modes �F do not improve the results; therefore,
we set �A � �F � 0 in the following. The best empirical
parameter set has been found to be �B � 0.1, and �M �
�L � 4.0, and will be referred to as MRMTV-2. With

TABLE 4. Means for total energy norm EOFs of reduced models
with 10 resolved modes.

Mode Bare truncation SMTV

1 0.03 0.02
2 �0.03 �0.02
3 0.02 �0.02
4 0.05 0.04
5 0.03 0.02
6 �0.07 �0.03
7 0.02 0.01
8 �0.01 �0.00
9 �0.01 �0.04

10 �0.00 0.03
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this parameter setup the stochastic model develops no
climate drift and as Table 6 shows its geographical dis-
tributions of the standard deviation and eddy forcing
are better captured than in the earlier case without the
bare truncation part. Furthermore, both the autocorre-
lation functions (Figs. 13) and the PDFs (Figs. 14) are
still captured reasonably well. The best parameter fit
essentially reduces the strength of the bare truncation
on the resolved modes; this reduced coefficient means,
intuitively, that we allow the bare truncation terms to
act on a longer time scale compared with both the aug-
mented linearity and multiplicative noise corrections
that have values increased to 4. Thus, the very strong
climate drift from the bare truncation, reported in sec-
tion 4, is minimized by only regression fitting of two
parameters.

The previous experiments show that downscaling the
bare truncation terms and upscaling the two important
MTV terms (augmented linearity and multiplicative tri-
ads) gives systematic nonlinear stochastic climate mod-

els, which reproduce all main statistical features rea-
sonably well. It also shows that the likely reason for the
climate drift lies in the bare truncation terms. As shown
in section 4 they do not capture the dynamics and pro-
duce a huge climate drift by themselves.

7. Summary and discussion

This study applies a systematic strategy for stochastic
mode reduction to a prototype atmospheric model with
a realistic model climate. The QG model climate used
here contains versions of the NAO and PNA telecon-
nection patterns in its subset of the first ten total energy
metric EOFs. The systematic strategy requires first the
identification of slowly evolving climate modes and fast
evolving nonclimate modes. The low-order stochastic
climate model consists of the climate modes as resolved
modes and the stochastic mode reduction procedure
predicts the functional form of all forcing, linear, qua-
dratic, and cubic correction terms as well as additive

TABLE 5. Pattern correlation between stochastic model (SMTV) and QG model for various truncations: climatological mean,
standard deviation, and eddy forcing fields.

Mean Std dev Eddy forcing

Number of EOFs 200 hPa 500 hPa 200 hPa 500 hPa 200 hPa 500 hPa

4 �0.07 �0.13 0.97 0.97 0.83 0.69
6 0.04 �0.05 0.99 0.99 0.93 0.86
8 0.18 0.13 0.99 0.99 0.88 0.71

10 0.42 0.43 0.98 0.98 0.84 0.74

FIG. 10. Mean fields composed of the SMTV run. Contour interval: 200-hPa 2 � 107 m2 s�1, 500-hPa 1 � 107 m2

s�1, dashed lines indicate negative values. The pattern correlations with the corresponding QG model fields are
0.42 at 200 hPa and 0.43 at 500 hPa.
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and multiplicative noises; these correction terms and
noises account for the interaction of the resolved cli-
mate modes with the neglected nonclimate modes and
the self-interaction of the nonclimate modes. The sto-
chastic mode reduction strategy used here is suitable
for implementation in complex geophysical systems
with minimal fitting of the unresolved modes (Franzke

TABLE 6. Pattern correlation between various stochastic models
and QG model for 200-hPa fields.

Mean Std dev Eddy forcing

SMTV 0.42 0.98 0.84
MMTV 0.57 0.98 0.74
MRMTV-1 0.99 0.90 0.35
MRMTV-2 0.99 0.95 0.42

FIG. 11. Autocorrelations function of MMTV: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, (d)
mode 4, (e) mode 5, (f) mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10 (solid
line: stochastic model, dashed line: QG model).
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et al. 2005) and represents a generalized framework of
that put forward originally in MTV99, MTV01,
MTV02, and MTV03. In general, only an estimate for
the variance and eddy turnover time is needed for each
unresolved mode. To allow for systematic treatment of
nonlinear interactions, the total energy metric is uti-
lized rather than the geopotential height metric used
typically for observations.

Low-order stochastic models with 10 or less resolved
modes reproduce the geographical distributions of the
standard deviation and eddy forcing well. They under-
estimate the standard deviations by at most a factor of
about 1.5. Furthermore, they reproduce the autocorre-
lation functions reasonably well. A budget analysis
shows that both linear and nonlinear correction terms
as well as both additive and multiplicative noises are

FIG. 12. Autocorrelation function of MRMTV-1: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3,
(d) mode 4, (e) mode 5, (f) mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10
(solid line: stochastic model, dashed line: QG model).
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important. The physical intuition behind the noises is as
follows: The additive noise stems from the linear inter-
action between the unresolved modes and the climato-
logical mean state, and the multiplicative noise comes
from the advection of the resolved modes by the unre-
solved modes. The functional form of these determin-
istic correction terms and noises (both additive and

multiplicative) are predicted by the systematic stochas-
tic mode reduction strategy, whereas, previous studies a
priori approximate the nonlinear part of the equations
by a linear operator and additive noise. This noise is
typically white in time but may be spatially correlated.
In other words, these studies truncate the dynamics on
both the resolved and unresolved modes, and add white

FIG. 13. Autocorrelation function of MRMTV-2: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3,
(d) mode 4, (e) mode 5, (f) mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10
(solid line: stochastic model, dashed line: QG model).
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noise forcing together with damping in order to stabi-
lize the linear model (Farrell and Ioannou 1993; Whi-
taker and Sardeshmukh 1998; Zhang and Held 1999).
The systematic approach presented here truncates the
dynamics only on the unresolved modes and only uti-

lizes a stochastic ansatz for the nonlinear interactions
among the unresolved modes themselves (B���) and
predicts all necessary nonlinear correction terms and
noises on the resolved modes; therefore, it also predicts
the necessary damping on the resolved modes.

FIG. 14. PDF of MRMTV-2: (a) mode 1, (b) mode 2, (c) mode 3, (d) mode 4, (e) mode
5, (f) mode 6, (g) mode 7, (h) mode 8, (i) mode 9, and (j) mode 10 (solid line: stochastic
model, dashed line: QG model).
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The straightforward MTV stochastic climate models
experience some climate drift. A minimal empirical
MTV model without climate drift can be constructed by
downscaling the bare truncation terms and upscaling
the two important MTV processes (augmented linearity
and multiplicative triads). As discussed in section 6, this
allows the unrealistic climate drift from the bare trun-
cation, reported in section 4, to act on a longer time
scale compared with the interactions of the unresolved
modes. These empirical MTV stochastic climate models
with minimal regression fitting still capture the geo-
graphical distribution of the standard deviation and
eddy forcing and the autocorrelation functions reason-
ably well, while not experiencing climate drift. This sur-
prising result can be interpreted as the fact that the
resolved modes are predominantly driven by the unre-
solved modes and the self-interactions among the re-
solved modes are less important, as can already be seen
from the bare truncation models, which do not capture
any feature of the actual dynamics. Furthermore, these
empirical MTV stochastic climate models suggest that
the bare truncation is likely the cause of the climate
drift. Integrations of bare truncation models (without
any MTV correction terms) reported in section 4 al-
ready produce a big climate drift. The MTV mode re-
duction procedure is able to reduce the climate drift in
most of the resolved modes, but is not able to overcome
it completely. Previous results with a variety of simpli-
fied models show no climate drift in a MTV framework
(MTV99; MTV01; MTV02; MTV03; Majda and
Timofeyev 2004). This is likely because these simplified
models are constructed in such a way that they already
optimally capture the dynamics of the resolved modes.
This gives further evidence that the total energy metric
EOFs are not an adequate dynamical basis in capturing
the dynamics of the slow modes.

Previous stochastic modeling studies utilized regres-
sion-fitted linear models with additive noise; these mod-
els a priori do not develop a climate drift, because these
models are linearized around a basic state and the ad-
ditive noise has zero mean. These studies tacitly model
the constant forcing together with the nonlinear opera-
tor as linear damping plus white noise forcing and thus
postulate no climate drift a priori (Farrell and Ioannou
1993; Newman et al. 1997; Whitaker and Sardeshmukh
1998; Zhang and Held 1999).

The results presented here suggest that the total en-
ergy metric EOFs do not capture adequately the slow
dynamics of the system. Farrell and Ioannou (2001)
also point to the potential inadequacy of EOFs as a
basis for the dynamics. Their work refers to the study of
the nonnormality of a stable linear operator and opti-
mal representation of both the growing structures in the

system and the structures into which these evolve.
Kwasniok (1996, 2004) and Crommelin and Majda
(2004) show that reduced models based on PIPs can be
superior to low-order models based on EOFs. Recently,
Kwasniok (2005, manuscript submitted to J. Atmos.
Sci.) has introduced a simplified PIP strategy that only
utilizes tendencies in the linear dynamics but allows for
instantaneous linear instabilities. Obviously, it is worth-
while to explore the basic stochastic mode reduction
strategy developed here in other optimal bases besides
EOFs. The authors plan to do this in a future publica-
tion.
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APPENDIX A

Model Details

Here we briefly summarize the dynamics of the QG
model. A more detailed discussion can be found in
Marshall and Molteni (1993). The model integrates
prognostic equations for QG PV at 200 (level 1), 500
(level 2), and 800 (level 3) hPa of the form

�q1

�t
� �J��1, q1� � D1��1, �2� � S1 �A1a�

�q2

�t
� �J��2, q2� � D2��1, �2, �3� � S2 �A1b�

�q3

�t
� �J��3, q3� � D3��2, �3� � S3, �A1c�

where the index i � 1, 2, 3 refers to the pressure level.
Here PV is defined as

q1 � �2�1 � R1
�2��1 � �2� � f �A2a�

q2 � �2�2 � R1
�2��1 � �2� � R2

�2��2 � �3� � f �A2b�

q3 � �2�3 � R2
�2��2 � �3� � f�1 �

h

H0
�, �A2c�

where f � 2	 sin �, R1 � 700 km, and R2 � 450 km are
Rossby radii of deformation, h is the orographic height,
and H0 � 9 km a scale height. The dissipative terms,
indicated symbolically as D1, D2, and D3, include con-
tributions from temperature relaxation, Ekman dissipa-
tion, and horizontal diffusion
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D1 �
1
	R

R1
�2��1 � �2� �

1
	H

a8�N�N � 1���4�8q
1

�A3a�

D2 �
1
	R

R1
�2��1 � �2� �

1
	R

R2
�2��2 � �3�

�
1

	H
a8�N�N � 1���4�8q
2 �A3b�

D3 � �
1
	R

R2
�2��2 � �3� �

1
acos�� �

��
�k��, �, h��3�

�
�

��
�k��, �, k�u3cos���

�
1

	H
a8�N�N � 1���4�8q
3, �A3c�

where � is longitude, � latitude, h orographic height, a
the earth radius, and u3 � �(��3/a��), �3 � (1/a
cos�)(��3/��); qi is the PV minus planetary vorticity
and orographic component, and N the total wavenum-
ber. The drag coefficient k is dependent on the land–
sea mask and orographic height

k��, �, h� �
1
	E

�1 � c1LS��, �� � c2FH�h��, �A4�

where �E � 3 days, c1 � c2 � 0.5; LS(�, � ) is the
fraction of land within a grid box; and

FH�h� � 1 � e�h1000m. �A5�

Since LS and FH vary between 0 and 1, k varies be-
tween (3 days)�1 over the oceans, (2 days)�1 over zero-
altitude land, and (1.5 days)�1 over mountains higher
than 2000 m. The radiative time scale is �R � 25 days
and the coefficient of the scale-selective diffusion is

such that the spherical harmonics of total wavenumber
N are damped with a time scale �H � 2 days.

By defining a discretization operator matrix E

E � �
�R1

�2 R1
�2 0

R1
�2 ��R1

�2 � R2
�2� R2

�2

0 R2
�2 �R1

�2
� , �A6�

and a planetary vorticity vector f

f � �
f

f

f�1 �
h

H0
�� , �A7�

the PV can be written in vector notation as

q � �2� � E� � f �A8�

and the streamfunction looks as follows:

� � ��2 � E��1�q � f� � Q�q � f�, �A9�

with the understanding the E acts on all modes of a
vertical level equally and Q � (�2 � E)�1.

Equation (1) can now be written in form of a stream-
function equation as

��

�t
� Q��J��, Q�1� � f � f

h

H� � D��� � S�.

�A10�

APPENDIX B

Total Energy Metric and Interaction Coefficients

The following total energy metric is defined (Ehren-
dorfer 2000):

M �
�m

L�
n�n � 1� � R1

�2 �R1
�2 0

�R1
�2 n�n � 1� � �R1

�2 � R2
�2� �R2

�2

0 �R2
�2 n�n � 1� � R2

�2
� , �B1�

where �M is defined to be 1⁄2 for zonal mean modes,
and to be equal to one for zonal wave modes, n denotes
the total wavenumber, and L the number of vertical
levels.

The streamfunction can now be expanded in total
energy metric EOFs,

� � �
i

eipi�t� � �, �B2�

with the property that

�ei, ej� � 	ei
TMej d� � 	 ẽi

Tẽj d� � �ij, �B3�

where ẽi � M1/2ei. By projecting the EOFs onto (3) we
get the following equation set:

�pi�t�

�t
� Fi � �

j

Lijpj�t� � �
jk

Bijkpj�t�pk�t� �B4�
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with

Fi � 	 ei
TMQS d� � 	 ei

TMQD��� d�

� 	 ei
TMQJ��, f� d� � 	 ei

TMQJ��, f
h

H� d�

� 	 ei
TMQJ��, Q�1�� d�

Lij � �	 ei
TMQJ�ej, Q�1��pj�t� d�

� 	 ei
TMQJ��, Q�1ej�pj�t� d�

� 	 ei
TMQD�ej�pj�t� d�

� 	 ei
TMQJ�ej, f�pj�t� d�

� 	 ei
TMQJ�ej , f

h

H�pj�t� d�

Bijk � �	 ei
TMQJ�ej , Q�1ek�pj�t�pk�t� d�.

APPENDIX C

Effective Equations

For a detailed derivation of effective equations of the
type as given in (5) see Franzke et al. (2005). Here we
provide only the MTV coefficients.

The forcing coefficients are given by

H̃i � H̃i
�1� � H̃i

�2� �C1�

with
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The new linear interaction coefficients are given by

L̃ji � L̃ji
�1� � L̃ji

�2� � L̃ji
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with
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The new quadratic nonlinear interaction coefficients
are given by

B̃jik � B̃jik
�1� � B̃jik

�2�, �C8�

with
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The new cubic nonlinear interaction coefficients are
given by

M̃ijkl �
1
3 �
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The diffusion coefficients are given by

Qij � Qij
�1� � Qij

�2�, �C12�

with
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and
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Here W(1) � (W(1)
1 , . . . , W(1)

m ) and W(2) � (W(2)
1 , . . . ,

W(2)
m ) are two independent m-dimensional Wiener pro-

cesses, and �(1)
ji , �(2)

ji are defined so that

Qij
�1� � �

k

Uijk�k�t� � �
k

�
l

Vijkl�k�t��l�t�

� �
k

�ik
�1����t���jk

�1����t�� �C17�

Qij
�2� � �

k

�ik
�2��jk

�2�. �C18�

It is straightforward to verify that the left-hand sides in
Eqs. (C17) and (C18) are positive definite m � m ten-
sors, so the tensors �(1)

ij [�(t)] and �(2)
ij exist and can be

calculated by Cholesky decomposition.
The Bij(s) are given by

Bij�s� � Bji��s� � lim
T��

1
T 	

0

T

dt �i�t��j�t � s�. �C19�
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